Age distribution of nasopharyngeal cancer in Saudi Arabia
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The age standardized rate of head and neck cancer in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is 5.7% with nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) accounting for >40% of all head and neck cancers. This study intends to compare age specific incidence of NPC in KSA and other countries.

Methods. Data from the National Cancer Registry for KSA during the period 1994 through to 1996 was compared with data from the World Health Organization International Agency for Research on Cancer (ARC) in Singapore, China, Kuwait and Canada.

Results. There were 373 diagnosed Saudi patients with NPC with high incidence among the young population, with 42/373 (22 males/20 females) patients in the first 20 years of life, showing a sharp increase both in boys and girls until the ages of 12-14 years. From that point the incidence curve for both males and females separates. In females the incidence flattens without an identifiable zenith from the age of 12-14 years and above, compared with their male counterpart where they have another peak in the fifth decade.

Conclusion. Our study indicates a definite early onset of this malignancy in KSA and a similar pattern to that of China and Singapore. Definite increased incidence, at a young age among both sexes, suggests a possible underlying genetic susceptibility in Saudis.


The age standardized rate (ASR) of head and neck cancer in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is 5.7%. Nasopharyngeal Cancer (NPC) accounts for more than 40% of all head and neck cancers in KSA. The epidemiology of NPC suggests that factors like diet, viral agents and genetic susceptibility have a major role to play. Certain endemic areas such as Southern China, Hong Kong, Singapore, and North Africa are well known to have a high incidence of NPC (Figures 1 & 2). These regions also show a higher incidence among younger age group from 15-30-years, and a second peak around the fifth decade of life. These areas are characterized by consumption of salt cured fish hence association with nitrosamines. However the strongest environmental association with Epstein-Barr virus is also well documented in these region. In addition to this, migrant studies on the Chinese population also highlighted the environmental cause though they could not rule out the genetic etiology. (Figure 2, China, Shanghai) Recently genetic determinants of NPC has been suggested and they are associated with increased incidence among individuals with specific major histocompatibility profiles such as presence of H2 locus. Similarly the presence of so called Singapore antigen BW46 and also the presence of B17 antigen increase the risk. In the case of association with B17 antigen, this will be characterized by earlier onset of disease at a younger age. In a recent Chinese study a set of 42 genes were identified to be expressed in both
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malignant as well as normal nasopharyngeal epithelium (NPE). Thirteen of these were over expressed in malignant NPE and 9 others genes were suppressed in them. This suggests the possibility of genetic screening for the high risk population as in Southern China.\textsuperscript{12,13}

The objective of this work is to compare and find out if there are any similarities between the age specific incidence of NPC in KSA with the population of the countries already known to have a high risk of developing NPC and also compare to that of the Western population. At the same time an attempt has been made to find out if the pattern observed in KSA is similar to that observed in other Middle Eastern countries wherever data is available.

**Methods.** The epidemiological data pertaining to NPC in KSA for the period between 1994 and 1996 has been obtained from the National Cancer Registry (NCR). This data was compared with World Health Organization International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) data in Singapore, China and Kuwait.

**Results.** The Crude Incidence (CI) of NPC as reported for KSA stratified according to the age of onset (Figure 3), shows that the incidence among younger population is high almost making a peak and then plateaus (ranging form 15-30-years with a median of 24.6-years). The peak for the adult patients is occurring at a median age of 52-years (ranging from 45-59-years). There were 3 patients below the age of 4-years with one male patient and 2 patients among female sex. Age distribution for Saudi males with NPC shows a bimodal incidence with an early peak similar to that of the whole population. The higher incidence was noticed among teenagers (range from 10-19-years with a median of 14.5). However the second peak is little extended with a median age of 49.5 years (range from 30-69-years). (Figure 3) Age distribution for Saudi females with NPC dose not show any peak. But shows a definite higher incidence among teenagers reaching to 15.8\% of the total incidence of NPC among females. This merges with the incidences of NPC at other age groups forming almost a flat curve with out a definite peak (Figure 3). The age distribution for the NPC patients between 1979 through to 1982, from Kuwait, does show an early incidence for male sex among teenagers though the number of incidences are fewer. The peak for the incidence among adult males is not well formed however it appears during the 6th decade of life (Figure 4). The NPC incidence for the females in Kuwait is not the same as that observed in the KSA. There is no incidence among younger age group among females unlike the male sex and far fewer number of cases (Figure 4). Age distribution of patients with NPC for the same period for Canada showed definitely 2 different age of onset for male and female sexes. Incidence of NPC below the age of 30-years was mostly among males only. The incidence pattern for females follows the same curve as that of male, though it starts diverging and comes down after 4th decade. The incidence of NPC in both sexes among adults maintains almost same ratio (Figure 5).

**Discussion.** Earlier investigators based on single institution hospital based registry have reported higher incidence of NPC\textsuperscript{14} and also higher incidence among teenagers\textsuperscript{15,16} and onset of disease among children.\textsuperscript{17} A large single institution review of 5000 cancer patients profile in 1994 gave the impression that the risk of developing NPC is not high compared to high risk countries.\textsuperscript{18} Our study based on age standardized national data, shows that the CI for NPC in KSA shows similar pattern of distribution as that of China and Singapore, with high incidence among young population. There were 42/373 patients in the first 20-years of life and 7/42 patients were below the age of 9-years with 3/7 below first 5-years of life. This indicates that there is definite early onset of this malignancy in KSA. This raises the possibility of underlying genetic susceptibility of the population of KSA as noted by the similarity in presentation of NPC among the population in the countries such as China and Singapore where genetic etiology has been documented. Though Kuwait shares the similar geophysical characteristics as that of KSA, the incidence pattern of NPC in Kuwait is not similar to that of the KSA. This could be possibly as of different etiological mechanisms at work. However there is definite increased incidence among teenage males. Again underlines the possible genetic etiology. However there is striking dissimilarity between the female incidences and male incidences in Kuwait with far fewer incidences among female sex and absence of NPC among young adult females or in children unlike that observed in KSA. In contrast to the pattern of incidence in KSA as well as those of high incidence countries like China and Singapore, the incidence of NPC in the West shows no increased frequency among teenagers. In general the incidence among the male and female sex is such that the ratio is maintained without any exaggerated incidence among one sex as seen in KSA as well as in China and Singapore. It is interesting to note the difference in age and sex related incidence of NPC between Saudi, Western and Chinese population. Incidence increases sharply and identically both in boys and girls till the age of 12-14-years. From that point incidence curve for both males and females separate, female being
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Figure 1 - Incidence of nasopharyngeal carcinoma among Singapore Chinese 1978 through to 1982.

Figure 2 - Incidence of nasopharyngeal carcinoma among Chinese, Shanghai 1979 through to 1982.

Figure 3 - Incidence of nasopharyngeal carcinoma among Saudis 1994 through to 1996.

Figure 4 - Incidence of nasopharyngeal carcinoma among Kuwaitis 1978 through to 1982.

Figure 5 - Incidence of nasopharyngeal carcinoma among Canadians 1978 through to 1982.
much less. The cupolic shape remains similar in both sexes, the zenith in female being shorter in height. However it appears that in Saudi females the incidence flattens without an identifiable zenith from the age of 12-14-years and above, compared with their male counterpart. This pattern is unlike Western and Chinese female. Apart from known factors which are responsible for lower incidence of NPC in female in general, there appears to be an extra protection for Saudi female against contracting NPC. The authors postulate that starting to wear the face covering from the age of 12-14-years by Saudi females perhaps accounts for that extra protection against contracting NPC for the rest of their life. At the same time we have to keep in mind that in KSA, the majority of patients present in an advanced stage. Nearly 70% of these patients have undifferentiated histopathology. It has been well documented that Epstein Barr (EB) virus related NPC is associated with undifferentiated histology.

In the present work we have observed that the incidence among teenage individuals in countries like China and Singapore with a known high incidence of NPC is higher compared to rest of the world. The genetic role in the etiogenesis if NPC could have been noticed among these countries. In our present work the incidence in KSA is similar to that of countries with high incidence NPC. The higher incidence of NPC among teenage individuals in both sexes in KSA could be possibly having an underlying genetic etiology. This could be true as well for the observed higher incidence among the young Kuwaiti male population. The overall lesser incidence of NPC among the Saudi female sex in KSA and the lower incidence among Kuwaiti females could be as of the cultural and religious practice of wearing a face cover which might play a role in interfering with EB virus infection. This could suggest the possible interruption in the continuous stimulus in the cascade leading to the formation of NPC, played by EB Virus.
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